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Is COVID-19 pandemic a 
Black Swan Event? 

The short-term impact of the pandemic on the stock prices 
of the Energy Market
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What is a Black Swan Event?

It has to be 
unpredictable

It has to carry a  
massive impact

We discover, after the 
fact, an explanation 
that makes it appear 

more predictable

1 2 3

It’s an outlier, no tools can 
possible predict the 

occurrence of this event 
(Example: Internet)

It carries a massive impact, 
9/11 impacted, aviation, 
international relations, 

diplomacy, travels and many 
other sectors 

WW2 looked obvious to the 
historians based on the 

political situation in Europe at 
1939
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Black Swan Events
A brief history of time

September 1st 1939 January 1st 1983 September 11th 2001 September 15th 2008 March 11th 2020 

World War  II  
begins in Europe

The official birthday 
 of the Internet

9/11 attacks, 
 were a series of 

 four coordinated 
 terrorist attacks

Bankruptcy of 
 Lehman Brothers. Global  

Financial Crisis 
 begins

WHO declares 
 COVID-19 a pandemic

?
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The Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic across many industries 
was immense

-60% decline in world total passengers in 2020 

Aviation Leisure Facilities 

Leisure Facilities in UK faced £90m a week loss 

The average reported weekly revenue loss  
in the European museum sector was 80%

Art & CultureThe restaurant industry in USA, ended 2020 with 
total sales that were $240 billion below the 
Association’s pre-pandemic forecast for the year

Restaurants

Automobile

In 2020, EU-wide production losses due to COVID-19 amounted 
to 4,2 million vehicles, 22.9% of total EU production in 2019 
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Energy Sector felt an unprecedented shock which might be a 
great opportunity towards Energy transition and Climate Change

+ Energy Demand dropped by 5% in 
2020 

+ Energy related CO2 emissions by 7% 

+ Global average transport activity almost falling 
to 50% of the 2019 level by the of March 

+Oil consumption declined by 8% in 2020 and 
coal use by 7% 

+Renewables, are less affected than other 
technologies 

- Energy Investment dropped by 18% 
in 2020 

- Long term effects could potentially lead to 
2,500 additional MMT of CO2 until 2035 

- Rise in Energy Poverty, more 110 million 
unaffordable to basic electricity services 

- More than 3 million energy jobs are at risk or 
have already been lost 

Energy Sector

Positive Impact Negative Impact
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To quantify the effects of the pandemic, we used Geometric Brownian Motion  
to predict the stock prices of European enterprises in the Energy sector.

Methodology

dSt = μStdt + σStdWt

Geometric Brownian 
 Motion

driftk = μ − 1/2 * σ2

The longer-term effect 
 is modelled with 

 a drift component

The short-term effect 
 is modelled with 

 a diffusion component

diffusionk = σbk = σzk

Monthly Trend

Daily Stock Price

• Array b stores the random 
shock information we need 

• Standard normal variable z 

• Sigma is the standard 
deviation or volatility of 
historical stock prices 

• Time period k 

• μ is the mean return of the 
stock prices within the 
historical date range

Parameters

Solution

Sk = Sk−1 * e(μ−1/2σ2+σzk) = Sk−1 * e(driftk+diffusionk)
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Case study: We classify the enterprises into Renewables and Non-Renewables , 
the forecasts are taking place before and after the beginning of the pandemic

Enterprises

Global 
Bioenergies 

VERGNET 

Envie EPS 

EO2 

Evertime 

MCPHY Energy 

Methanor 

Royal Dutch Shell 

Française Energie 

Total 

Core Laboratories 

Fluxys Belgium 

Prosafe 

Maurel et Prom

Renewables Non-Renewables

Predictions

Trend: 
November-
December 

2020 

Trend:  
January-February 

2020

Geometric Brownian Motion

12th of March 7th of December

Before After
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COVID-19 pandemic affected renewable and non-renewable 
energy enterprises differently

Non-Renewables affected 
negatively by COVID-19 

pandemic

Renewables affected 
positively by COVID-19 

pandemic8



Stock prices return appearing unexpected fluctuations compared to previous years 
and histograms are not following normal distribution as it would be expected
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Probability density function of predictions for Non-Renewable 
and Renewable Energy companies on the  7th of December 2020
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Probability density function of predictions for Non-Renewable 
and Renewable Energy companies on 12th of March 2020 
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There is a great opportunity to maintain  the positive effects of 
the COVID-19 pandemic and promote renewable  Energy

Significant Impact on both Renewables and Non-Renewables technologies (that was not our choice) 

March 2020: any forecast failed completely 

December 2020: only a couple of months since the beginning of the pandemic Stock Prices are predictable 

In short term Renewable Energy Enterprises affected positively 

Keep some policies of the pandemic 

Conclusions
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Against our intuition it seems that COVID-19 pandemic is not a 
Black Swan event for the Energy Market

It was predictable

Pandemic was predictable 
and only the effects 
unpredictable, many 

scientists and personalities 
such as Nicholas Taleb, Bill 

Gates and president Obama 
predicted the pandemic

1

It carried a short 
term 

impact that could 
be easily estimated

2

Pandemic had indeed an 
impact on the Energy Market 
and stock prices that lasted 

only for a couple of weeks or 
months 

We discover, after 
the fact, an 

explanation that 
makes it appear 

more predictable

3

It’s happening now, we 
couldn’t handle the pandemic 

earlier due to lack of 
coordination between 

countries and politicians
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The goal is to further develop this method on the prices of renewable 
technologies and forecast the investment cost and the green premium

Apply Geometric Brownian motion or/and other methods on the prices of new technologies  

Predict the investment cost and the green premium 

Predict the effect of major policy events such as Paris Agreement and Green Deal 

Future Goals
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Thank you for your consideration
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